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In this talk we present some new results about existence of canard limit cycles in a PWL
version of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system. The analysis involves both hyperbolic and non-
hyperbolic (saddle-node) canard cycles, which can appear in a supercritical and in a sub-
critical configuration.

For the singular parameter epsilon small enough and h > 0, it is proved that there exists
a choice of the parameters in such a way that the PWL system exhibits a headless saddle-
node canard cyclewith amplitude equal to h, and there is a choice of the parameters in such
a way that the system exhibits a saddle-node canard cycle with head and with amplitude
equal to h.

Transitory saddle-node canards are also analyzed. In this section we prove the existence
of three hyperbolic concentrical canard cycles, where the one in the middle borns from a
headless saddle-node canard cycle and evolves to a saddle-node canard cycle with head.
Surpressly, this evolution from small to big amplitude is twice fast that the usual canard
phenomena, we denote this novel canard cycle as fast canard cycle. This configuration
takes place as close to the jump point as desired, so that we conclude that under suitable
conditions the three canard cycles can collapse at the jump point. Referred to smooth vec-
tor fields, this result is stated in a theoremby P. DeMaesschalck, F. Dumortier, R. Roussarie
in “Canard cycle transition at a slow–fast passage through a jump point”, Comptes Rendus
Mathématique, 2014.
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